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Abstract  We give an expression for the value of the N eronTate height pairing of
two divisors on an algebraic curve which involves special values of certain Dirichlet
series associated to nite index subgroups of SL
 
Z
MSC   G F G
  Introduction Let X
E
be any algebraic curve X dened over some
number eld E then there is the Neron	Tate height pairing
h    i
NT
 Pic


X Pic


X  R
In this note we study the Neron	Tate height pairing of an arbitrary pair of
degree zero divisors D

  D
 
 Pic


X Combining classical Arakelov theory
and the extension given in Ku we are able to prove a new formula for
hD

  D
 
i
NT
 The main result of this note implies the following statement
For any two divisors D

  D
 
 Pic


X their N eronTate height pairing
hD

  D
 
i
NT
is the sum of the logarithm of an algebraic number and up to
  a integral linear combination of special values of certain Dirichlet series
which come from nonholomorphic Eisenstein series associated to nite index
subgroups of SL
 

Z
  The main object to study the image of the Neron	Tate height pairing
is that these real numbers are conjecturally related to special values of mo	
tivated L	functions The most important result of this general picture is
 
supported by the TMR Network Arithmetic Algebraic Geometry

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the theorem of Gross and Zagier which relates the height of Heegner divisors
to the derivative of the Hasse	Weil L	function of certain elliptic curves GZ
For more details on these conjectures due to Birch Swinnerton	Dyer Tate
Deligne and Beilinson we refer to the book RSS We note that using an
extension of Arakelov theory allows to calculate similar height pairings on
varieties of higher dimension
  In order to derive the above statement from our result we use Belyis
theorem that given a smooth projective algebraic curve X dened over Q
and a nite set S of points on X then there exist a Zariski open subset
U  X disjoint from S a subgroup   
  SL
 

Z and an isomorphism
U


 n h
which is dened over Q  We may choose S so that it contains the support
of our divisors D

and D
 
 Therefore we have reduced our problem of under	
standing the image of the Neron	Tate height pairing of divisors with support
in S on X to the study of cuspidal divisors ie divisors of degree zero with
support in the cusps on 
general modular curves X
   n h One should
remark that hD

  D
 
i
NT
does of course not depend on the choice of S giving
us the Belyi uniformization but the individual terms in our formula may do
  Let  be any nite index subgroup of SL
 

Z Let us denote by C
 
Pic


X
 the subgroup of cuspidal divisors Combining the Faltings	
Hriljac theorem with the extension of Arakelov theory proposed in Ku
we are able to give a formula for the Neron	Tate height pairing of any two
cuspidal divisors D

  D
 
 C
 see Theorem  below
  Recall if  is a congruence subgroup then by the Manin	Drinfeld The	
orem the order of C
 is nite In other words C
 is in the kernel of
the Neron	Tate height pairing In an example we will show that in the case
of modular curves associated to congruence subgroups the individual terms
involved in our formula need not to vanish Therefore there must be an
cancellation of these terms which in turn gives information about the bad
reduction of modular curves see also example 
  As A J Scholl has observed the niteness of C
 is equivalent to the
rationality of the periods of dierentials of the third kind constructed by
certain linear combinations of non	holomorphic Eisenstein series Using this
relation he proved the niteness to be equivalent to the algebraicity of the
Fourier coecients of these Eisenstein series Sc A fact which was used by
VK Murty and D Ramakrishnan to determine algebraicity of generalized
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Ramanujan sums associated to a Belyi uniformization of the Fermat curves
MR Corollary  gives an alternative necessary criterion for niteness of
C

  Leitfaden In section one we recall the extension of Arakelov theory
used in the sequel In section two we recall some facts on semi	stable models
of modular curves Section three provides the basis for section four which is
the technical heart of this paper there most of the analytical work is done
In the fth section we combine our considerations and the main result is
proved in section six In the last section we give an illustrating example and
suggestions for further research
The author would like to thank the TMR network Arithmetic algebraic
geometry especially its coordinator N Schappacher for making this work
possible Further thanks due to J Kramer and J Burgos for helpful com	
ments on a rst draft of this paper and valuable disscusions on higher di	
mensional generalisations
  Review of Arakelov theory for arithmetic
surfaces
In order to x notation we recall some aspects of Arakelov Theory For more
details we refer to Ku and the references therein
 Notation In this note an arithmetic surface X  is a regular scheme of
dimension   together with a projective at morphism f  X  SpecO
E

where O
E
is the ring of integers of a number eld E Further more we
assume that the generic ber X
E
of f is geometrically irreducible We denote
by X
 

C  the smooth projective manifold
 
 EC
X
 

C  note the complex
conjugation F
 
acts on X
 
 An arithmetic surface is said to be semi	stable
if all the bers of the morphism f are semi	stable In other words X is the
minimal regular model of X
E

 De	nitions Let X be an arithmetic surface and X
 
as above for
a nite set S of points S

    S
r
of X
 
denote by Y
 
the open complex
manifold X
 
n S For S
j
 S and    denote by B


S
j
  X
 
the open
disk of radius  centered at S
j
 let t be a local parameter at S
j

j      r
For a line bundle L on X  a singular metric h on the induced complex line
bundle L
 
on X
 
is called hermitian logarithmically singular with respect
to S if the following two conditions hold
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a h is a smooth hermitian metric on L
 
restricted to Y
 
 invariant
under F
 


b for each S
j
 S and any section l of L there exist a real number  and
a positive continuous function  dened on B


S
j
 and smooth away
from the origin such that the equality
kl
tk   log
jtj
 


  jtj
ord
S
j
l
  
t
holds for all t  B


S
j
nfg furthermore there exist positive constants
 and  such that the inequalities




	
t
	t






jtj

 




	
t
	

t






jtj

 




	
 

t
	t 	

t






jtj
 
hold for all t  B


S
j
 n fg
We call a line bundle L on X equipped with a logarithmically singular
metric h a hermitian logarithmically singular line bundle and denote it by
L  
L  h To indicate the dependence of the quantities  
resp      on
l L and S
j
 S we write instead 
Lj

resp 
Lj
  
Lj
  
Lj

Two hermitian logarithmically singular line bundles L M on X are isomor
phic if
L M




O
X
  j   j
The generalized arithmetic Picard group denoted by
c
Pic
X  S is the group
of isomorphy classes of hermitian logarithmically singular line bundles L on
X the group structure being given by the tensor product Note if S  	
then
d
Pic
X   	 coincides with the clasical arithmetic Picard group
d
Pic
X 
 De	nition Let L M be two hermitian logarithmically singular line
bundles on X and l  m 
resp be non	trivial global sections whose induced
divisors on X
 
have no points in common Then the generalized arithmetic
intersection number LM of L and M is given by
LM  
lm
n
 hlmi
 
 

here 
lm
n
is dened by Serres Tor	formula which for l  m having proper
intersection specializes to

lm
n

X
xX
log 


O
X x


l
x
  m
x


 
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where l
x
 m
x
are the local equations of l m respectively at the point x  X
and
hlmi
 


log kmk

div
l
r
X
j
ord
S
j

l   S
j


r
X
j
ord
S
j

l


Mj
 log

Mj




lim

	
r
X
j
ord
S
j

l   
Mj
  log
 log 
 
 
Z
X
 
log klk   c


M


 

Note in formula 
 the points P
i
 S with 
i
  behave like the metric
where smooth In Ku we proved
 Proposition The formula 
 induces a bilinear symmetric pairing
c
Pic
X  S

c
Pic
X  S  R
extending the pairing of Arakelov
 De	nition Let
d
Pic


X  S 
d
Pic
X  S denote the subgroup gener	
ated by the hermitian line bundles L  
L  k   k satisfying deg
LjC
pl
  
for all irreducible components C
pl
of the ber f


p and c


L   Let
d
Pic


X  be the corresponding subgroup of
d
Pic
X  considered in classical
Arakelov theory

 Proposition We have an equality
d
Pic


X  S 
d
Pic


X  

Proof Since c


L   we note for an element 
L  k   k 
d
Pic


X  S that
by Ku proposition  together with Gr formula 
 the hermitian
metric k   k is in fact smooth on X
 
and unique upto multiplication by a
scalar Therefore
d
Pic


X  S does not depend on S and hence coincides
with
d
Pic


X 
To ease notation we will work in the sequel with Q coecients for this
we put
d
Pic
X  S
Q

d
Pic
X  S
Z
Q and analogousely
d
Pic


X 
Q
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  Proposition Let D be a divisor on X
E
with degD   Then
there exist a divisor D which may have rational coecients on X satisfying
D
E
 D and a hermitian metric k   k on O
D
 
such that
O
D  
O
D  k   k 
d
Pic


X 
Q

Moreover D is unique upto multiples of the bers of f and the metric k   k is
unique upto multiplication by a skalar
Proof For the existence of D we refer to lemme  in MB the existence
of k   k follows from formula 
 in Gr
 Proposition 
Faltings	Hriljac Let X  SpecO
E
be a semistable
arithmetic surface Let D

 D
 
be divisors on X
E
with degD

 degD
 
 
Then for all extensions O
D

 O
D
 
 of O
D

 O
D
 
 to
d
Pic


X 
Q
 there
is an equality
hD

  D
 
i
NT


E  Q 
  O
D

O
D
 
  
 
where hD

  D
 
i
NT
is the N eronTate height pairing of the induced classes in
the Picard group of X
E

Proof By our denition of
d
Pic


X 
Q
the statement follows immediately from
the Faltings	Hriljac formula 
see Fa MB
 Remark In our description of Arakelov theory we considered metrized
line bundles but as it is well known we could also take the point of view of
considering divisors and Greens functions Then hermitian logarithmically
singular line bundles correspond to divisors together with a Greens function
having log	log singularities
 On semistable models for modular curves
 Notations Let  be a subgroup of SL
 

Z of nite index and h be
the upper half plane on which  acts by fractional linear transformation
The open Riemann surface Y 
   n h can be compactied by adding the
nite set  nP


Q of cusps The resulting compact Riemann surface will be
denoted by X
 and called a general modular curve We are interested in
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the group of cuspidal divisors C
 which is generated by divisors on X

of degree zero with support in the cusps
 As it is well known the modular curve X
 has a model X

E
dened
over some number eld E and therefore a semi	stable model
f  X 
  SpecO
E

 
exist It is unique if the genus is bigger than one To ease notations we will
denote X 
 in the sequel by X 
 The curvesX
 under consideration come together with a natural Belyi
morphismX

E
 X

Q
 we use this structure to obtain some properties
of the semi	stable model over the ring of integers of E Recall the natural
model for X
 is P

Z
where the embedding is given by the modular forms
j    and  Dene X

O
E
to be the normalization of X 
 

Z
O
E
in
X

E
 A prime p  SpecO
E
is called a prime of bad reduction if f



p
is a ber of bad reduction for the morphism f

 X

O
E
 SpecO
E
 ie
f



p 
S
l
C
pl
is a non	smooth ber
 De	nition We denote by P

the set of primes p of bad reduction of
X

O
E
 We denote by b

the smallest natural number with 
b

  p for all
primes p  P


 In order to get a semi	stable model X 
 for X

O
E
 we have to iterate
blow	ups of the singularities of X

O
E
and blow	downs of the contained

 curves Li Note this process does not increase the set of primes of bad
reduction For later use we remark that the proper morphism
X 

O
E
	b
 


 X 

O
E
	b
 


 
does in general not extend to a proper morphism of schemes dened over
SpecO
E

 De	nition The cusps of X
 are by construction algebraic points
and we denote by s
j
the Zariski closure of the cusp S
j
 X

Q  in the
scheme X 
 We denote by P
S
the set of primes p for which there exist two
dierent cusps S
j
and S
k
such that
s
j
 f


p  s
k
 f


p

 Remarks a For  a subgroup of 
  one may describe the primes
of bad reduction as divisors of the order of a certain subgroup of S
n
 where
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n  
    
see Bi Can one show that their product equals the level
ie the least common multiple of the widths b
j
of the cusps S
j
of X
 or
in other words the least common multiple of the ramication orders above
the cusp S
 
of X
 !
b Does for arbitrary   
 the inclusion P
S
 P

hold!
 On nonholomorphic Eisenstein series
We rst recall some facts on the theory of Eisenstein series the standard
reference is Ku
 Complex structure Let S  fS

       S
h
g be a complete set of
cusps for X
 For each S
j
 S we let 
j
be its stabilizer in  We x also
an element 
j
 SL
 

R such that 
j

  S
j
and


j

j

j


 m
 



m  Z


note there exist an element 
j
 
 such that

j


p
b
j

 
p
b
j

  
j
 
where b
j
is the width of the cusp S
j
 Let   xiy  h then a local parameter
for the cusp S
j
 considered as a point on the compact Riemann surface X

is given by t
j
 exp
 i

j

 for more details on the complex structure
of X
 we refer to Ku
 De	nition For each cusp S
j
there is a nonholomorphic Eisenstein
series E
j

  s which for s  C  Res   is dened by the convergent series
E
j

  s 
X
 
j
n
Im



j



s

 Properties Let us recall some properties of these functions which
will need later on For all S
j
 S the function E
j

  s has a meromorphic
continuation to the s	plane with a simple pole in s   with residue 
  

   For all    we have E
j


 s  E
j

  s We have
E
j

  s  s
s E
j

  s 
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where   y
 

	
 
	x
 
 	
 
	y
 
 is the hyperbolic Laplacian The Fourier
expansion of E
j

  s at the cusp S
k
is given by
E
j


k

  s 
X
nZ
a
jkn

y s exp
 ix 
where
a
jk

y s  
jk
  y
s
 
jk

s
s

s  

s
  y
s
a
jkn

y s  
jkn

sK
s

 jnjy 
n  
here 
s is the gamma function K
s

t the K	Bessel function of rapid decay
and

jkn

X
 
j
n
k
exp
 indc
jcj
 s
 
with c   d mod c 
j

k


 
c d

 Finally the scattering matrix
"


s 


s

s  

s
  
jk

s

jk
is symmetric and satises the functional equation "


s   "


 s  

jk

Note all the coecients of the scattering matrix are Dirichlet series in a
general sense having a meromorphic continuation with a simple pole in s  
of residue 
   
  
 De	nition For all pairs j  k we dene the numbers C
jk
to be the
constant term at  of the Dirichlet series 
"


jk

s ie
C
jk
 CT
s


s

s  

s
  
jk

s

 

 Remark If  is a congruence subgroup of certain type then the func	
tions 
"


jk

s are determined by explicit formulas see eg He or example
 For arbitrary  at least to the knowledge of the author there are no
explicit formulas for these functions in the literature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 More on nonholomorphic Eisenstein series
Non	holomorphic Eisenstein series occur in various branches of mathemat	
ics Our point of view is that these functions give rise to Greens functions
satisfying log	log growth conditions
 Recall in the particular case   
 there is the well	known Kronecker
limit formula
 lim
s

E
  s "


s

   log
   log kk
 
Pet
 
where  is the unique cusp form of weight   and k   k
 
Pet
is the Peters	
son metric on the line bundle of modular forms The Petersson metric is a
hermitian logarithmically singular metric with curvature form given by the
SL
 

R	invariant 
  	form



dxdy
y
 
associated to the hyperbolic metric on h Note 

induces a logarithmically
singular volume form on X
  X

 of volume   Considering 
as a function on X
 it has divisor div  S
 
and the local expansion at
the cusp S
 
is given by
 log kk
 
Pet
  log jtj
 
   log
 log jtj
 
  f
 

t
with some continuous function f
 

t smooth outside the elliptic xed points
such that f
 

   Furthermore on X
 the equality
dd
c
 log kk
 
Pet
 
S
 
     

holds We say  log kk
 
Pet
is a hyperbolic Greens function for the cusp S
 

 De	nition Let  be a nite index subgroup of 
 Let S
j
be a cusp
of X
 then we dene the function g
j

 by
g
j

   lim
s

E
j

  s 
"


jj

s


 

  
log
  

and we denote by g
j
the function on X
 induced by g
j


 Proposition The function g
j
is invariant under complex conjugation
and satises the equality
dd
c
g
j
 
S
j

 

  
  

 

We say g
j
is a hyperbolic Greens function for the cusp S
j
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Proof The Fourier expansion of E
j

  s implies that for   h the Fourier
expansion of g
j

 at S
j
is given by
g
j


j

 y 
 

  
log
y 
X
m
a
jjm

y  exp
 imx
At the cusp S
k
it is given by
g
j


k

 
 

  
log
y  
C
jk
 C
jj
 
X
m
a
jjm

y  exp
 imx
Now using the identity K
 

x 
p

 x exp
x we get that g
j

 is a
smooth function on h which is invariant under the complex conjugation F
 

Furthermore since E
j

 is an eigenfunction of the hyperbolic Laplacian we
derive that for all   h the equality

	
 
	x
 

	
 
	y
 

g
j

 
 

  
 

y
 
holds At the cusps S
j
and S
k
we have in the corresponding local parameter
g
j

t
j
  log jt
j
j
 

 

  
log
 log jt
j
j
 
  f
jj

t
j
  

g
j

t
k
 
 

  
log
 log jt
k
j
 
  f
jk

t
k
  

where f
jj
and f
jk
are continuous functions smooth outside outside the elliptic
xed points They have the special values
f
jj

  
f
jk

   
C
jk
 C
jj
 
The claim follows from the above description of g
j
in local coordinates
For later use we state

 Lemma Let B


S
j
  fP  X
 j jt
j

P j  g be a small neighbourhood
of S
j
 Then there is an equality
lim


log
 log jj
 

Z
XnB
 
S
j

g
j





  
 
  C
jj
   log


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Proof Let us x   exp
 T  T   and set X

 X
 n B


S
j

Let us choose a fundamental domain F

for the action of  on h then after
possible conjugation with 
j
a pre	image of B


S
j
 is given by the set
F
 
j

 fx iy  h j y  T    x  g
As E
j

s is an eigenfunction of the hyperbolic Laplacian we get by means of
Greens formula
Z
X
 
E
j

s



s
s 
Z
X
 
E
j

s
dxdy
y
 


s
s 
Z
B
 
S
j

	E
j

s
	
dl


s
s 
Z


	E
j



j

 s
	y
dx





yT

T
s
s 
 
"


jj

s  
T
s
s
Then using the Laurent expansion of 
"


jj

s we get
Z
X
 
E
j

s






  
 

T


s 

 log
T  O

logT
T

O
s 
Furthermore since we have
Z
X
 





  
 


T

 
we easily determine
Z
X
 

 
E
j
 
"


jj

s
  log


  








  
 

T




  
 


T

 
 

  


s 



  
 
     C
jj
 log
T  log
 O

logT
T

O
s 
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Resorting the above terms and taking the limit s  leads to
log
T 
Z
X
 
g
j




  
 
     C
jj
   log
 O

logT
T


Now the claimed formula follows as T   log jj
 

  Remark Similar calculations maybe found in Ku page  compare
also the special case   
 in Za and its application in Ku
 Keyidentity
 By construction we have X
 

 
 EC
X
 

C  where each component
X
 

C  is isomorphic to X
 Let us denote by
d
Pic
X  S the group of
hermitian logarithmically singular line bundles having singularities as in
denition   at most at the cusps on each copy of X
 and at the elliptic
points on each copy of X
 For each cusp S
j
we metrize the line bundle
O
S
j
 on X
 by dening the norm of the canonical section by
k
S
j
k
hyp
 expg
j

We obtain a metric on O
s
j

 
over X
 
by metrizing each component with
the above metric We put
O
s
j
  
O
s
j
  k   k
hyp

 Proposition a We have O
s
j
 
d
Pic
X  S
b Let D 
P
j
n
j
S
j
be a cuspidal divisor Then there exist rational
numbers m
pl
 nonzero at most for p  P

such that the class of
O
D 
O
pP
 
O 
C
pl

m
pl
O
j
O
s
j

n
j


in
d
Pic
X  S
Q
is an extension of O
D to
d
Pic


X 
Q

Proof a Using the local descriptions 
 
 of g
j
given in proposition
 we derive that k   k
hyp
is a hermitian logarithmically singular metric
More precisely this metric is smooth outside the set of cusps and the set of
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elliptic points on each copy of X
 For all cusps we have  
 
	

and
for all elliptic points we have   
b By proposition  the divisor D extends to a divisor D with rational
coecients on X  which has zero degree on all irreducible components of the
bers of f  In particular there exist rational numbers m
pl
 non	zero at most
for p  P

such that
O
D 
O
pP
 
O 
C
pl

m
pl
O
j
O
s
j

n
j

It remains to show that for the right hand side of 
 the rst Chern form
vanishes but since
P
j
n
j
  this follows from proposition 
 Remark The fact that
P
j
m
j
g
j
is a Greens function for the cuspidal
divisorD 
P
j
m
j
S
j
is due to A Scholl Sc and was the starting point of this
paper Using this fact he proved the following statements to be equivalent
 Some non	zero multiple of D is a principal divisor on X

  For all natural numbers l   the numbers 
 
l  
P
j
m
j

jkl

 where
the functions 
jkl

s are given by the Fourier expansion at S
k
of the
Eisenstein series E
j

  s are algebraic numbers
 Theorem Let D


P
j
n
j
S
j
  D
 

P
k
m
k
S
k
be two cuspidal divi
sors and let O
D

 and O
D
 
 be their extension to
d
Pic


X 
Q
provided by
proposition 	
 Then there exist rational numbers a
p
such that
hD

  D
 
i
NT

X
pP
 
a
p
logN
p


E  Q 
	
X
j
n
j
m
j
O
s
j
O
s
j
 
X
j k
n
j
m
k
O
s
j
O
s
k




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Proof Applying the Faltings	Hriljac formula  we derive
hD

  D
 
i
NT


E  Q 
  O
D

O
D
 



E  Q 
	
O
pP
 
O

f


p
l

n
l
p
O
j
O
s
j

n
j



	
O
pP
 
O

f


p
l

m
l
p
O
k
O
s
j

m
k



X
pP
 
a
p
logN
p


E  Q 
	
X
j
n
j
m
j
O
s
j
O
s
j
 
X
j k
n
j
m
k
O
s
j
O
s
k




For the last equality we used the bilinearity of the generalized arithmetic
intersection number
 Remarks a Although the left hand side in theorem  is dened in
classical terms the right hand side is only well	dened applying the extension
of Arakelov theory presented in section  
b Note given for all primes p the intersection matrix of the irreducible
components of the ber f


p and the knowledge which irreducible compo	
nent intersects the horizontal divisor s
j
then one can calculate the multiplic	
ities a
p

 Main Theorem
We will now calculate the generalized arithmetic intersection numbers oc	
curring in the last equality of theorem  which in turn provides our main
theorem
 Proposition There exist rational numbers 
p
such that

E  Q 
  O
s
j
O
s
k
 
X
pP
S

p
logN
p    
C
jk
 C
kk
 C
jj


 

  

  log


  
 
 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Proof Using denition 
 we have O
s
j
O
s
j
  
s
j
  s
k

n

s
j
  s
k

 
 As
two dierent cusps meet at most in the bers above p  P
S
we know that
there exist some 
p
 Q with

s
j
  s
k

n
 E  Q   
X
pP
S

p
logN
p 

Since all components of O
s
j

 
and O
s
k

 
are metrized the same way we
have to perform the calculations only in one of the E  Q  components of
X
 
 Note all the data needed for formula 
 is presented in the proof of
  and the remaining integration is done in lemma   Therefore we derive
for the second term
 
E  Q 
  
s
j
  s
k

 
     

 

  
 f
jk




lim


  
 

  
  log
 log 
 

Z
X
 
g
j
 
 

  
  


  
C
jk
 C
kk
 C
jj
 
 

  

  log


  
 

Adding the two quantities 
 and 
 gives the claim
 Remark Note given for all primes p the intersection matrix of the
irreducible components of the ber f


p and the intersection behaviour of
the divisors s
j
with s
k
then one can calculate the multiplicities 
p

 Proposition There exist rational numbers 
p
such that

E  Q 
  O
s
j
O
s
j
 
X
pP
 
P
S

p
logN
p  C
jj

 

  

  log


  



Proof In order to get proper intersection on the generic ber of X we move
s
j
 the divisor of the section 
s
j
of O
s
j
 by the divisor div h of a rational
function h For this we will use the morphism   X  X 

O
E
	b
 


 Note
by bilinearity of the generalized arithmetic intersection number we may work
with Q coecients We choose the rational function h such that
hj
X
O
E
b
 

 


j
b
j
 
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where j is the j	function and b
j
is the width of the cusp S
j
 Let div h 
div h

 div h

be the decomposition of div h into its positive and negative
part Then by the projection formula we have on X
O
E
	b
 


that

s
j
  div h


nX
O
E
b
 

 
  
nP

O
E
b
 

  
therefore only the primes p  P

may give a contribution to the intersection
number at the nite places 
s
j
  div h


n
 As furthermore s
j
and s
j
div h

intersect at most in the bers above p  P

 P
S
 there exist some 
p
 Q
with

s
j
  s
j
 div h
n
 E  Q   
X
pP
 
P
S

p
logN
p 
 
Since each component of O
s
j

 
is metrized the same way we have to
perform the calculations only in one of the E  Q  components of X
 
 Recall
the well	known Fourier expansion of the j	function Then we get with the
help of  and 
 for the local expansion of the rational section 
s
j
  h of
O
s
j
 at the cusp S
j
the formula
 log k
s
j
  hk
hyp

 

  
log
 log jt
j
j
 
  f
jj

t
j
 O
t
j

Using this modied data we proceed as in  and derive for the second term
 
E  Q 
  
s
j
  s
j
 div h
 
     

 

  
 


lim


  
 

  
  log
 log 
 

Z
X
 
g
j
 
 

  
  


 C
jj

 

  

  log


  
 

Adding the above quantities 
  and 
 gives the claim
  Remark Note given for all primes p the intersection matrix of the
irreducible components of the ber f


p and the intersection behavior of
the divisors s
j
with all s
k
then one can calculate the multiplicities 
p

 Theorem Let D


P
j
n
j
S
j
  D
 

P
k
m
k
S
k
 C
 be a cus
pidal divisors on a general modular curve X
 associated to a subgroup
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  SL
 

Z of nite index Then we have the following formula for their
N eronTate height pairing
hD

  D
 
i
NT

X
pP
 
P
S

p
logN
p
  
	
X
j
n
j
m
j
  C
jj

X
j k
n
j
m
k

C
jj
 C
kk
 C
jk



 

 
where all the numbers 
p
 Q and the real numbers C
jk
are given by the
constant term of the generalized Dirichlet series
C
jk
 CT
s



s

s  

s
X
 
j
n
k

jcj
 s

A
  
j

k


 
c 


Moreover if one has precise control on the semistable model then the rational
numbers 
p
can be calculated explicitely
Proof A formula for the Neron	Tate height pairing in question is given in
theorem  The generalized arithmetic intersection numbers involved in this
formula are determined in proposition  and proposition  Collecting
all the terms and using the fact
P
j
n
j

P
k
m
k
  we derive our main
result
 Corollary Let D 
P
k
m
k
S
k
be a cuspidal divisor and set

D
 exp
	
 
	
X
j
m
 
j
  C
jj

X
j k
m
j
m
k

C
jj
 C
kk
 C
jk





If some nonzero multiple of D is principal then there exist rational numbers

p
such that

D

Y
pP
 
P
S
N
p

p

Proof If some non	zero multiple of D is a principal divisor then its Neron	
Tate height vanishes The claim then follows by exponentiating equation

 
Note if the genus of X
 is zero then every cuspidal divisor is principal
This gives non	trivial relations between the quantities C
jk
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 Examples
 Let us illustrate in an example how one could recover the Manin	
Drinfeld theorem for the modular curves associated to congruence subgroups
Recall for any prime p the congruence subgroup 


p is dened by



p 

a b
c d

 





c   mod p


The curve X


p  X



p has two cusps denoted by S
 
and S

of widths
 and p respectively Clearly C



p is torsion since
div

p


 
p 
S
 
 S

 
 
Let us denote the cuspidal divisor S

 S
 
by D then 
  implies
hD Di
NT
 
Let us see how our result reects this fact To ease notation we assume p  
mod   Our formula gives
hD Di
NT

X
q prime

q
log q    
 C
 
 C
  
 C

 
Recall see eg He page  that the scattering matrix for 


p is given
by the equality
"


p

s 

p
 s
 

p  p
s
 p
s
p
s
 p
s
p 

 
b

Q

 s 
b

Q

 s
 
where
b

Q

s  
s 

s 
Q

s is the completed Riemann zeta function
satisfying
b

Q

s 
b

Q

  s With this description we determine the term
that will be of interest to us and get
  
 C
 
 C
  
 C

  
 
p 
log p
Let us now show that the rational numbers 
q
except 
p
vanish and that 
p
is indeed  
p 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The modular curve X


p has a semi	stable model f  X


p  SpecZ
dened over SpecZ The only prime of bad reduction is the prime p We now
describe the semi	stable model of X


p see eg DeRa The ber above
p contains two irreducible components F
 
and F

 Both cusps determine
disjoint sections s
 
and s

of f  The intersection matrix is given by
F

F
 
s

s
 
F


p
 
p
 
 
F
 
p
 

p
 
 

From this we get that the extension
D  s

 s
 

 
p 
  F


of D is perpendicular to all the irreducible components of the bers of f  By
theorem  the Neron	Tate height of D is therefore given by
hD Di
NT
 O
DO
D


 
p 

 
  O
F

O
F

   
 
p 
  O
F



O
s

O
s
 



O
s

O
s

  O
s

O
s
 
 O
s
 
O
s
 


 
p 
log p
O
s

O
s

  O
s

O
s
 
 O
s
 
O
s
 

Applying proposition  we get since the cusp s

and s
 
do never meet
each other
O
s

O
s
 
   
C

 C
  
 C
 

The natural morphism 

 X


p X
 extends to the semi	stable model
and the cusps never meet div



j

 therefore proposition  implies
O
s

O
s

   C

and O
s

O
s
 
   C
  

Clearly summing all the terms gives zero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 Instructive examples of modular curves associated to non	congruence
groups that occur in the literature are the Fermat curves X
n
 Y
n
  
see
MR and the elliptic curves associated to subgroups of 


 considered
by G Berger Ber in both examples example C
 is known to be torsion
So let D be a cuspidal divisor then corollary  gives that the associated
linear combination of special values of Dirichlet series is the logarithm of
some root of a rational number
 Remark In general one may dene non	congruence subgroups by gen	
erators and relations This description does not give insights to the quantities
we like to calculate It seems to be a interesting problem to nd an exam	
ple where one can calculate non	trivial Neron	Tate heights by the method
proposed in this article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